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What was the project about?

Part 1 
Does the cerebellum play a role in the cognitive 
and/or motoric components of nest building?

Part 2 
Do sex hormones influence adult nest building? 
(Q2A) If so, through which mechanism(s)? (Q2B)

Building on previous findings from Healy Lab:
Hall et al. (2014,2015), Edwards et al. (2020)

General lack of data on the topic

2-year research program



How does the story start?

2010 – Master student 
[Neurothology – cuttlefish]

Visual lateralization 

2011 –2014  PhD
[Neuroethology – mice]
Molecular correlates of 

spatial learning

90’s - […]
Spatial learning & memory in food 

storing birds and hummingbirds

Mid 2000’s - […]
Nest building by birds

2010’s - […]
Neuronal correlates of avian nest 

building

Masters’
Supervisor

Postdoc
2007

What’s 
next?

2014:

2014

Simone Meddle



Advice #1: Don’t give up [too easily]!

2014-2015: We’ve got an 
amazing project!

Newton
Fyssen

2015 2016 2017

BBSRC Grant

2018 2019 2020 2021

Newton
BBSRC Fellowship

MSCA
Newton

BBSRC Fellowship

MSCA!

2023

BBSRC grant 
[£720K]



Advice #1: Don’t give up [too easily]!

If you get feedback(s), use them to improve your next application(s).

• Your reviewers might [or might not] change, but (especially re-occurring) 
comments will have to be addressed.

• You’ve already done some of the hard work preparing the first application, use 
feedbacks to make the new one better, clearer, more impactful.

As from 2022, MSCA postdoc resubmission restrictions apply for 
applications that received a score below 70% the previous year.



Advice #2: Plan ahead

• (Good) writing takes times! And a lot of edits!

• MSCA needs particular formatting, even if you already have a 
particular/similar project already prepared. More than you would think, 

really!

• Universities require applications to be submitted/validated ahead of times

• Everybody is going to upload it over the last day(s)… server failure!

Don’t leave it to the week/days before the deadline!

Because (among other things):



The ‘MSCA Holy Trinity’

The Fellow

Host 
University

Host 
[aka, the PI]

Why this Fellow, this PI and this Institution?
Adequation between the three is going to be assessed

What does one bring to the other(s)? 
Exchange of knowledge, Support, Work environment…

How running THIS project with this PI at this Institution will 
develop the Fellow, what the Fellow will bring to the Host, etc…  

Secondment = another ‘Holy 
Trinity’

Do not forget to develop the 
aforementioned question(s) 

in relation to it too!

The
Project



NEURONESt applications: 2019 vs 2020

2019

88.40%
[seal of excellence, but not funded]

1 - Excellence: 4.30 / 5 [weight 50%]
2 - Impact: 4.50 / 5 [weight 30%]
3 - Implementation: 4.60 / 5 [weight 20%]

1 - Excellence: 4.80 / 5 [weight 50%]   [+0.5]
2 - Impact: 4.90 / 5 [weight 30%] [+0.4]
3 - Implementation: 4.90 / 5 [weight 50%] [+0.3]

2020

97%
FUNDED!

Impact + Implementation = 50% weight

Do not underestimate the importance 
of these sections!



Criterion 1 - Excellence



2019

Lack of 
clarity/details?



2019

Figure related to Objective 2

Some changes I have made:

Figures can help you to gain clarity!
Use figures to summarize what you’ve just said in the text.

You want to make sure the reviewers will understand what you want to do!
They likely have to go through several whole applications. A figure presenting the key elements of the Work Package 

can help the reviewer keep your goals and experiments in mind.

v
v

2020



2019 2020

‘I can expect’

‘will be performed’

Predictions:

‘I will rule out’

‘I expect’

‘I do not expect’

Use ‘I’ +++ 
This feels odd at the beginning, but this is YOUR Individual Fellowship

Make sure your predictions are clear
Based on your knowledge and the literature. You might end up being wrong [that’s science] but do make clear 

predictions: no ‘can’

Some changes I have made:



2020

Following the example of a friend of mine (MSCA Fellow in 2019), I’ve added this section in my CV:

Advice #3: Try to read [multiple] successful MSCA application(s)

This will help you to understand: what goes into which section, what they all have in common, etc.

Bonus points if: this is  from the same institution/department [help with talking about the Host Institution]
and/or from the same ‘EU Scientific Initiative’ [currently ‘Horizon Europe’; more likely to 

look like yours]

Some changes I have made:



2020



Criterion 2 - Impact



2019

Key is 3… 

(2)



2020



Criterion 2 - Implementation



2019



2019

2020

• Dose added in the ‘project’ part 
in 2020 (not in 2019)

• References

➔ Give concrete and convincing 
evidences that it won’t fail and if it 
does that you have a concrete 
backup plans.

Small section partially 
because of space 

limitation... 

Some changes I have made:

Advice #4: Need to find the right balance between saving space and not omitting 
important details



2020



Summary of the most useful tips

• (Good) writing takes time

• Get examples from previously successful MSCA fellows

• Get as many comments as you can

• Build on previous reviews from previous applications

• Think careful of many pages you should dedicated to each section/subsection [MSCA does not specify how you should 
use your 10 pages… which is great as you have flexibility, but this can be a bit destabilizing at first]

• Some Universities [such as St Andrews] have a specific team in charge of EU-funded projects. Don’t hesitate to contact 
them, they might be able to:
• Write about the Home Institution, and give you practical details re is functioning to add to your application
• Provide feedback



‘Her publication record is reasonable, but not stellar […]’

Example of the same fellowship application (BBSRC) reviewed by 5 different reviewers the same year:

‘Dr. Hebert […] is on track to be an exceptional independent researcher in a 
field that she will help to define. Her publication record is very strong […].

Concluding remarks:

‘whenever you reapply for funding, you’re rolling the dices again’
[Marie’s former postdoc advisor]

There is, to some extend, things beyond your control: who will review your application? 

Overall assessment of the applicant:

• Exceptional (1)
• Excellent (3) 
• Very good (0)
• Good (1) 
• Not competitive (0) 
• Unfundable(0) 

+

-



Concluding remarks:

If you are successful, the first email you are going to receive won’t be
‘Congratulations, you application has been succesfull!’…

…It will rather look like that:



Final warnings:

Marie Curie Fellowships come with:

✓A great salary, mobility and family allowance, ect…

This is great, but you are on the separate pay scale… 
If you apply for more funding in the future (to stay where you are), make sure you 

ask for the right grade! 

 A fixed  ‘Research, training and networking’ budget [€ 19,200]
Keep this is mind! 

Make sure not to plan too expensive experiment or that your Host Lab/Institution 
can cover some of the costs of your experiments. 

Otherwise you might not be able to do your proposed work!
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